Two Robots (Part 8)

It's going to be a crash? Do you think an airplane might crash into the-- into the--

Surface tension? Yes, but it will not fall in.

Wait. I was asking Dylan. Dylan, do you think an airplane might catch into it, or they're going to crash into each other?

I think they should crash into each other. So basically, can I do an example?

Yeah, come on. [INAUDIBLE]

Well, [INAUDIBLE]. Over controlling Nicholas.

Yeah, you're controlling Nicholas, and he is controlling [INAUDIBLE]. OK. So Nicholas is just here [INAUDIBLE] let's get your grabbing fan. You've got your grabbing fan, right?

Yep.

OK, so there we go. We were reaching out, looking for-- what are we looking for? Data information.

We were looking for stuff. And so--

We were just searching.

Because there's [INAUDIBLE] on the end of it.

OK, and then all of a sudden, what happens? Come on, come on, come on.

[INAUDIBLE]

I want to make sure I don't--

All right, this is when I pause. Back up just a little bit first there. OK. Beep, beep, beep. And along comes Prometheus.

Uh-oh.

And they're [INAUDIBLE] the other way. And I didn't know you were here.

Boom. Oh, god. There was a crash. And what's the noise that we make.

Oh, wait.
Let's make the-- let me make the crash noise. Come here. Come make the crash noise. [INAUDIBLE] or were you the crash noise person?

I was not the crash noise person.

OK, it's you. OK. Here we go.

So it's--

It's like this. Crash.

So it's [KEYBOARD SOUND]

OK, and then all of a sudden, Nicholas's brain is what? Overstimulated. Come here. Come here. [INAUDIBLE]

Because he absorbed Tarmesius's pattern and remade it.

OK, here comes the overstimulated noise.

Alert, alert, alert, alert, and then here's what happens inside, all mixed up.

OK, let's sit down for a minute.